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 The key was to perform the style in the same sequence as the movements in the style's source material. Shilao Chan has adopted Sun-style Taiji as the base for his style, and uses his Taiji to train people in Taiji. Nowadays, Taiji has also become a popular sport in China, with competitions like "Taiji competitions in a year" held in China. There is also an annual Taiji competition for Taiji Quan and
Taiji Duan in China. See also Chinese martial arts Jinjiang Notes References Zhongguo Duxue Shangren Chengfa Yanjiu Zhongxi (中国教训垛人成法研究中西) 章规 (Zhao, 2003). (1st ed.) Guilin: Guangxi University Press.. External links "Taiji: Martial Skill With A Spiritual Purpose" - PBS Taiji tradition Category:Chinese martial arts Category:Chinese philosophy Category:Exercise Category:Medieval

Chinese philosophy Category:Wushu (sport) Category:Quan games Category:Qigong Category:Martial arts organizations Category:Chinese New YearThe foreign diplomats in Beijing were told to either immediately take a leave of absence from the Embassy or return to home countries within 14 days. The request came after one of the diplomats failed to return to the Embassy from a trip to the U.S.
state of Montana. The diplomat in question, the Chinese foreign ministry said, was in the U.S. to “resolve various issues related to cooperation between China and the U.S.”. The official Xinhua news agency stated that the diplomat had failed to abide by an order of the Foreign Affairs Ministry. The diplomatic dispute comes amid escalating trade tensions between the US and China. The foreign

diplomats in Beijing were told to either immediately take a leave of absence from the Embassy or return to home countries within 14 days, according to Xinhua. The latest diplomatic spat comes as trade tensions between the US and China escalate with the world's two biggest economies on edge. China's Foreign Ministry said it had asked American officials to immediately return the diplomat. The US
embassy in Beijing had not replied to a request for comment by the time of 82157476af
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